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1. · Introduction 

we.stud/the ground statee~ergies of mesic molecules of light nuclei 
in th.e framework of the oscillator represenfatio1;1 mefhod ref.[1,2]: :This is 

: one of the fundamental problems (see, forexample ref.[3]f Muon transfer 
from .the mesic .hydrogen. to other. nuclei is of considerable. inter.est when 
studying mesic atom interaction proces~es ref.[3-10]. . . . 

At the present time, th~ transition of muons from mesic at~ms of the 
hydrogen isotopes H (p, d, t) to light nuclei (He,' Li, Be) is investigated 
[6-J0]. The ground state· muonic hydrogen with lfght nuclei C?,n lead 
to the formation of hydrogen-nuclei mesic molecules [4]. A system like 
that isaccompanied by the decay ( dissociation) •Of the mole~ule into 
the hydrogen nuclei (isotopes)· and mesic molecules of the light nuclei, 
because there are no bound states for the lower term. . 

. . . 

The molecular mechanism of the muon transfer from the ground state 
of the mesic·hydr?gen to helium is_ confirmed experimentally [5,6]. Ger
shtein et al. [7] and Kravtsov e_t al. [8] have theoretica}ly investigated the 
bound-state energies of the systems ( H µ 3 He )and ( H µ 4 He): -

Muon transfer from the mesic hydrogen to lithium is of special interest 
(see, for example ref.[9]). The bound-state energies of mesic rr10lecules 
of light nuclei (lithium) have first been calculated by using the Born

. Oppenheimer approximation in ref.[10] and in ref.[11] these calculation 
were made on the basis of surface function expansidns. In ref.[11] bound-

. state energi_es of the ( H µ 7 Be) system were caculated as welL · · _ 
The main purpose of these investigations is mainly the construction of · 

highly accurate numerical solutions of the Schrodinge~ equation for the 
three-body Coulomb system. _ .. ·. , .. 

Research of the dependence of the binding energy of the mesic molecules 
(HµNz) on the masses and charges of particles has both theoretical and 
experimental significance. It is orie of the central points in understanding 
the molecular mechanism of the muon transfer from mesic hydrogen to 
other nuclei and the formation dynamics of the few-body Coulomb sys
tems. It provides us, e.g., with the detailed information on the strong 

, H,-Nz interaction at very low energies (a few kev), i_nformation relevant 
to astrophysical questions, e.g., the pp-~ycle in the sun. · · 

The present paper should be considered the direct sequal of [2] where 
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the oscillator representation method is formulated. Here we have cal
culated the bound~state energies of mesic molecules of· light nuclei_ (He, 
Li, Be) by using the method of oscillator representation (OR). The OR 
method in the zeroth approximation provides an analytical study of the 
formation dynamics of the three-body Coulomb systems with the accu
ra'cy less then 1 per cerit. As a consequence, the universal research of the 

· dependence ofbound state ~nergy oHhe th~ee~body Coulomb system on 
the ~assesand charges' of particles becomes possible. In the papers[l,2], 
the OR metlio'd was used to calcul~te the energy spe'ctrum for a wide class 
of potentials and to determine the regioii of st~bility for the three-body 
Co-qloinb. system with unit-charges and arbitrary masses. _ _ _ -

The pap~r is organized as follows .. In section, 2 we .c_alculate the bound
state ~nergies of mesic. molecules of light nu~lei · (He, Li, B~ ). In sectio~ 
3, ~e stu'dy the dependerice.of the bindi_ng energy of mesic molecules of . 
light nuclei on the mass and charge and determine the stability boundary 
for ~esic molecules of light ~uclei with· masses mN = 2Zmp where mp is 
the mass proton and Z is the charge 'of nuclei. 

2. The binding energy of the mesic molecules of· 
· light nuclei 

In this section,.we shall study the ground state energies ofmesicmolecules 
.._ • • < " ' 

of light nuclei in the. framework of the oscillator representation method· 
[1,2]. The binding energies [7-12] of the mesic molecules (HµNz) are 
determined. with respect to the. ground state of the ( H µ) atom 

Ebin ~ E~µNz - EHµ • '(1) . 

The details of calculation of the ground state energy of three-body Coulomb 
systems ar.e given.inref.[2]. The ground state energy of the mesic molecules 
(HµNz) can:be represented in the form 

E 
_' ·( 2 "mHm_ N U - --a 

2 mH + mN ' 

where mH and mN are the masses of th~ hydr9gen isotopes and nuclei, 
respectively. Accor.ding to ( 1), the binding energies of the mesic m~lecuies 
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(HµNz) are written in the forrri 
2· ,, , ·. :,' 

E 
._ _ _ a mHmµ (mN mH + mµ U _ ) · 

bm- ... . ----'- 1 
, 2 mH + mµ mµ mH + mN 

(2) 

where U is the energy parameter and mµ is the muon mass. The energy 
parameter U _ is determined from the following equation as· a function of 
masses and charges of particles_ · 

~o(U) = 0,. ' .· (3) 

wher~ c:0(U) be1ng the 'energy of oscillators• in_ the zeroth approximation 
of the OR, can be written 1n the forrri ( t;he details see ref.[2]) . . 

, ' ' ~ 

'{·· 20 [d n · w · 0 d ' n ·. &J 4Z 
io(U) == min_· 20 +·1 4. ( · + r.) +. 2 (.d · 2 '.-.+ 2r.·) _+ _ .. ·· · · · ·.n,w,0,d · w -H · - w· · H ·· ,,w·-· 

_·._ Ud _ d(d~4)fl]- cd(d+2)(d\4)r(20if(_n __ · ,0 -~) __ }·-_-_ .. ( )' 
+wn · 4(d:-.2)w · 2 .·• 40f2(0) . . _ ... '~\' ... :· 
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where· 

f. = j dYv'''(I-' y)' j dr(l -- r'J' [✓(l -y)"1' ~ e1Y'~' ~ 2CNY(; y)rw<l 
. . , ' 1 ' . .. ' ' . 

. 0 . + ;(l -y)'fl' + cl1Y'~' + 2c11y(I y)rwn l 
and the notation is used 

·.x = ·. mHmµmN 

. mw+ mµ+ mN ·.x. . . 
Cj = mj 

,. 

C =CH+ CN 

_ The charge of light nucleJ is denoted by Z. 

M = ·. m·HTT},N 
rriN·+mH 

j=H,N, 

For the calculation; we have used the following values of masses: 

mµ = 206.77me,. mp= 1836.15me, '. md ~ 3670.48me, mt = 5496.9me 

m 3He = 5495.92815me, m 4He = 7294.3561me, m 6£e = 10961.91216me, 
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m 1Le = 12786.40853me, m 1n~ = 12787.17851m;, 

where me is the electron.mass.· The results of calculations are given in 
Table 1. . . 

Taking into account the values of the energy parameter U, which is 
represenfed in Table 1., we can determine the binding energy. from (2) · 
for each ~esic. m~lecule of ,light n;clei. The results our calculations are. 

- given in Tables 2 and 3. , 

· Table 2 represents the absolute values of the binding energies (in ~ V) 
of mesic molecule,s of Helium isotopes, determined in papers [7,8], and 

' our results. In fable 3 absolute values of the bindingenergies (in eV) of 
the (Hµ 6Li), (Hµ 7Li) and (Hµ 7Be) systems are given. 

From Table 2, one, can see that the results of our calculations of the 
1 pindin~ energies for the mesic molecules of Helium isotopes are in agree
ment with other. theoretical calculations. But in Table 3 our results are 
not in good agreemerit 'with the other, theoretical investigations. We want 
to note that· the .accuracy of the zeroth approximation for the ( H µ 7 Be) 
system is not sufficient. 

2. The stability. of mesic molecules of light nuclei 

We conside; the syst~ms (Hµ Nz), where Nz is the nuclei with charge 
Zand mass 

mN = 2Zmp, (5) 

where mp is the proton mass. We should calculate the energy parameter 
U as a function of Z, for this. system ( H µ N z). The binding energy of the 

,/ . 

given system is determined also as a function of Z. The dependence of 
the binding energy of the system ( H /t N z) as a function of the variable 
Z is represented on Fig 1. 

The critical yalue of the variable Zcr is determined from the condition 

Ebind(Zcr) = 0, (6) 

From Fig. I one can see that the critical charges Zcr for the mesic molecules 
(pµ Nz), (dµ Nz) ari~ (tµ Nz) are different and bounded in the interval 

5,5 .< ·zcr < 7,3. 
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Table i. The values· of the paramete:s of ourrriodel., 

1 · system II n w d 0 ·· ! u· 
(pµ 3He) ·.23719 .10957 4.1001 .10297 .13863 
(dµ 3 He) .19336 .10621 4.1000 .10215 .09128 
(tµ 3He) .17423 .10195 4.1028 .10016 .07448 
(pµ 4He) .23029 .10771 4.1000 .10233 .13035 
(dµ 4He) .18513 .10531 4.1052 .10199 .08245 
(tµ 4He) .17210 .10789 -4;1000 .10198 .06542 
(pµ 0 Li) . . 21706 .10740 4.1018 .. 10236 .11929 
(dµ 6Li) .17335 .10730 4.1045 .10141 .07191 
(tµ 0 Li) .16302 .11148 4.1138 .1001 .05509 
(pµ 7 Li) .21394 .10686 4.1000 d0241 .11698 
(dµ 7 Li) .17053 .11041 4.1000 .10377 .06944 
(tµ 7Li) .15821 .11075 4.1040 .10000 .05252 
(pµ 7Be) .21226 .10777 4.1007 .10226 .11616 
(dµ 7 Be) .17113 .10950 4.1020 .10065 .06900 
(tµ 7 Be) .15231 .11059 4.1033 .10001 .05215 

Table 2. The absolute values of the binding energies of mesic 
molecules of Helium isotopes (in eV). ,. 

I system II [7] I . [8] I [12] I OR· I 
(pµ 3 He) 67.70 69.0 67.4 
(dµ 3He) 69.96 70.6 70.74 70.0 
(tµ 3 He) 71.91 72.3 73.8 
(pµ 4He) 74.36 75.4 73.0 
(dµ 4 He) 77.96 78.4 76.0 
(tµ 4He) 80.76 81.3 79.0 
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· Table 3. The. absolute values of the binding energies of the 
(H µLi) and (H µBe) systems(in eV). 
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system . [11] [10]. OR 
(pµ 0Li) 24.3 17.6 24.1 
(dµ 6 Li) 23:8 18.5 27.0 

(tµ 6 Li) 35.3 19.8 '33.0 
. (pµ I Li) 20.8 21.0 20.0 
(dp, 7 Li) ,25.9 22.0 23.0 
(tµ. 7 Li)" 37.5' 23.3 29.0 

·(pµ 1Be) ll.7 9.0, 

(dµ 1 Be) 29:3 14.0 
(tµ ~Be) ,;:c_· ·., 17.0 
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Fig. I The dependence of the binding energi~s of the system · 
(H µ N z) on the charges Z of nuclei. 
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. . This lowest and upper estimations for the critical vah1es of Z are quali-- . . . . . -

./ 

tative. In principle, the oscillator representation method can imrove the 
accuracy of calculation by taking into account higher perturbation cor
rections connected with the interaction Hamiltonian [2L So, by taking, 
into account higher perturbation orders one can be determine the exact 
values of the critical charges for ~ny three-body Coulomb syst~ms. · 
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Jl:HHe:iixaH M., EcpHMOB r.B. . E4-93-465 
Me30MOJieKyJihl nenrnx 51Aep B OC~5ITOpHOM npeACTaBJieHHH 

MeroAOM oc~ropHoro npe.n;craBJieHH5I Bhl11HCJieH1,1 ::mepnm OCHOBHhIX 
COCTO.sIHHH Me30MOJieKyJI (HµNz>, cocro~ H3 H30TOilOB Bo.n;opo.n;a (p,d,t) H 
5IAPaNzc3ap51AoMZ = 2, 3, 4, ... cMaccoiiMz = 2Zmp. IlonyqeHa3aBHCHMOCTh 
::mepnm CBSI3H Me30MOJieKyn KaK cpymavrn 3apSIAa 51.D;pa. Onpe.n;eneHo KPHTH-
11ecKoe 3Ha11eHHe 3ap51Aa 5IAPa, CBSI3aHHoe c cym;ecrBOBaHHeM pe30HaHca B 
npou;ecce (Hµ) + Nz ➔ (HµNz) ➔ H + (µNz), 

Pa6oTa BhIIlOJIHeHa B Jia6opaTopnn Teopern11ecKoii cpH3HKH HM. H.H.Boro
nro6oBa OIUIH. 

Ilpenpmrr Ooo,eAHHeHHoro HHCTH-ryra 51,llepHLIX HCCJieAOBaHHH • .Ify6Ha, 1993 

Dineykhan M., Efimov G.V. E4-93-465 
Mesic Molecules of Light Nuclei in the Oscillator Representation 

Themesicmolecules (HµNz>, whereHisthehydrogenisotopes (p,d,t) and 
Nzarenuclei withchargesZ = 2, 3, 4, ... andmassesMz = 2Zmp, are studied. 
The energy values of the ground state for the molecules of light nuclei have been 
calculated by using the oscillator representation method. The dependence of the _ 
binding energies of the muonic molecules on nuclear charges and tlie critical 
values of nuclear charges_are obtained. 

The investigation has been performed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory of 
Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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